The Circus
We were excited. We went inside the pentagonal tent. 'Welcome to our fantastic Circus!' said one clown.

He was holding a tricolour flag and wearing a colourful costume!
A group of musicians came in making music. They all had the same clothes. They were wearing a red and black uniform!
Then a clown stood up on one hand!
The elephant stood up on one leg too!
After that a man stood up on one leg, on a colourful ball! It was clever!
Three people made a tower. It was a triple tower! Then another group of people came in and made another tower! There were two triple towers!
A black cat jumped quickly over a large triangle.
A tiger jumped bravely through a circle of fire!
Three clowns cycled in on unicycles!

One of them juggled with three skittles!
Then a large bear came in. The bear was on a small bicycle!!
A clever dog was on a tricycle!
A clown came in and said, ‘We have a surprise for you…’

and in came a unicorn with one beautiful horn.
A monkey danced. The music box was on a tripod.
A man in an octopus suit played instruments with each of his 8 legs! The seal was dancing and balancing a beach ball.
When the show finished, we went back home. I had a wonderful time at the circus!

The End